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eoul is the largest city in the world. People
crowd the streets and apartments are built
to the sky to accommodate the ten million in
this small country. It is a new city full of high
technology, glistening skyscrapers, and all
the shopping and comfort you could desire. But in
this mass metropolis some things are left behind,
like the simple comfort of having a pet. In small
apartments without open spaces, pets are rare or
if only in the form of small dogs. But to get your
animal fix there is a solution, and it is combined with
Korean’s favorite pastime, coffee cafes. Koreans
love coffee cafés, which are generally much larger
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and fancier than our simple Starbucks with many
places to relax and lounge for endless hours with
decadent beverages and desserts. The twist? Pet
cafes. There are three different kinds: dog, cat, and
sheep.
Now in the states, these probably don’t exist for
one major reason, health codes. And before my
first visit I had visions of a giant kennel like area in
disarray, with animals running rampant, and that
smelled terrible. But low and behold my surprise
when none of these things appeared.

Pet Cafes
The sheep café only had two sheep that called
it home but it was still a cozy novelty. Set in a
downstairs outdoor alcove right below one of
the busiest streets in the city sits a little sheep
house nestled between the tables. The sheep
café, actually named Thanks Nature Café, had a
delicious menu of dessert waffles slathered with
ice cream and fruit and my favorite traditional
Korean dessert, patbingsu. Patbingsu is made of
ice flakes with sweet azuki beans, sugar syrup,
and topped with either ice cream or condensed
milk and tteok (chewy rice cake). It’s actually
quite delicious! And there are modern variations
of green tea flavor, mango, Oreo cookies, and
many more. The sheep café also offered another
novelty, mozzarella and tomato sandwiches.
Now as an expat in Korea, access to cheese
usually comes in the form of American sliced
yellow cheese for about 10 dollars a pop.

Upon
entering the cat café
you walk into a small area where you change
your shoes into café slippers and sanitize your
hands for the animal’s safety. Next you enter into
what looks like, and smells like, a normal coffee
café with plush chairs and tables, the smell of
coffee, and people lounging and reading the
newspaper. The only difference? There are cats
everywhere. The price of admittance is one
beverage. They offer a full range of coffees,
lattes, gourmet teas (including the delicious
lemongrass one I enjoyed), frappuccinos, and
smoothies all of the highest quality.
After that you can lounge and enjoy all the cats
you could ever hope to meet. They have the
most exotic breads, mostly all pure bred, and all
trained to get along symbiotically with each
other and the customers.
The café is kept pristine by a team of café
employees constantly rotating around and
lovingly caring for the cats. My favorites were a
hairless cat, a leopard cat, and a very grumpy
looking fluffy gray cat that I likened to Walter
Matthau. This café is probably one of the most
relaxing places to be in the bustling city. You
can simply relax with a cat napping on your lap
as you read a book and enjoy your beverage.
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So as I sat and had a staring contest with a sheep,
I tasted my first bite of mozzarella in a year, and
was happy.

It was easy to while away a good many hours
here, sipping on my rosehip hibiscus tea and
introducing myself to the dogs. The dogs here
clearly have the ideal life, they never lack for
attention, love, or snacks.

The dog café was my favorite of the lot. It was
larger and more chaotic than the lazy cat café,
but I hadn’t seen a large dog in Korean in what
seemed liked years and they had the most
beautiful ones. From a gorgeous Siberian husky
to my favorite, a Newfoundland who looked
exactly the same as Nana from Peter Pan. When
I arrived most the dogs were quietly lounging or
napping with the customers but Nana burst in
full of energy and proceeded to take turns sitting
at the different tables. I don’t know how they
trained her to do this, but it was the hit of the
party.
They also had many small dogs, decked out with
Korea’s newest trend of brightly dyed fur. Pink or
orange paws are the height of doggy fashion.
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For me, who loves animals, but is constantly on
the go or traveling and therefore can’t have one,
these cafes are the perfect place to get an animals
fix without the hassle of actually having to care of
them. They don’t have the depressing air of pet
shops or adoption centers which always make
me so sad and give me the urge to take all the
animals out of their small cages. These cafes have
found the formula for cohabitation, training, and
cleanliness that never existed in my childhood
household. The pets here are happy and well
indulged celebrities. Their café owners protect
them and care for them and look as content as is

possible to be. Pair happy animals with my
favorite beverage and I’m happy as a cat. No
pun intended. Especially in a city like this where
everything is concrete and chrome, it’s easy to
get removed from nature and from the basics.
It’s easy to get lost in work and shopping and
socializing and an afternoon of watching the
sheer joy of a bounding dog, or eating a sandwich
while wondering why the sheep watching you
looks suspiciously like he’s planning something,
or trying to convince a grumpy cat to give you
the time of day can really equalize you and bring
you back down to earth.
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